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Contact details for service project at Masjidullah 
1 message

Qaid Hassan <qhassan@haverford.edu> Sun, Mar 14, 2021 at 6:28 PM
To: Ahlam Houssein <ahoussein@haverford.edu>
Cc: Yousef Maner <ymaner@villanova.edu>, hchaudh1@villanova.edu

Saleem the Administrator
Mobile 215-260-6166

He can assist .

Wa salaam.

This message was sent from an enhanced modular device with limited telephonic/satellitic capabilities.

On Mar 10, 2021, at 11:25 AM, Qaid Hassan <qhassan@haverford.edu> wrote: 

Mash'Allah!
Hamna and Yousef, please do share any ideas about service projects.
Masjidullah (in Philadelphia) is the one that I mentioned during our call.

Also, please do introduce us to the advisors/chaplains at Ursinus and St. Joseph, when you get the chance.

wa salaam!
-qaid

On Tue, Mar 9, 2021 at 11:24 AM Ahlam Houssein <ahoussein@haverford.edu> wrote: 
Waalaikum Asalam Yousef and Hamna,
 
It's a pleasure to be introduced to you both! My name is Ahlam Houssein and I am Co-Head of the Haverford MSA. 
 
It would be wonderful to collaborate on community events in the near future. I will certainly keep in touch with any ideas for events that arise. In
the meantime, I think creating a groupchat to keep MSA leaders in contact is a great first step. My phone number is in my signature below.
 
I appreciate your well wishes; I hope the rest of your semester also goes smoothly and successfully as well :) I look forward to working together
over the course of this year and those ahead!
 
Asalam Alaikum,
Ahlam Houssein
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Haverford College '24
ahoussein@haverford.edu
610-283-4612
 
On Tue, Mar 9, 2021 at 10:43 AM Yousef Maner <ymaner@villanova.edu> wrote: 

Salaams Ahlam, 
 
My name is Yousef Maner and I am the President of the Villanova MSA. CC'd in this email is Hamna Chaudhry the Vice President. 
 
Qaid and the both of us were speaking yesterday about potential MSA collaborations and future planning. 
 
We will be reaching out soon when we have event speaker details and future events planned. Please keep in touch with any events you have. 
 
Eventually, we are planning to put all the MSA leaders from the surrounding schools into a group chat so that this process can be streamlined. 
 
If possible please drop your number so we can get this process going. 
 
Keep in touch and good luck with the rest of your semester : )
 
Wasalaam, 
Yousef Maner 
Villanova School of Business '24
ymaner@villanova.edu | LinkedIn 
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